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Mumonkan Case 1: Joshu’s puppy

In order to give teisho on this koan for the sake of you who are trying to practice this I’ve
been talking in order to lay the groundwork – lay the heart ground - the correct attitude. 
Today no guests came. This makes me very comfortable and free when nobody comes 
in fact actually. Because when people do come I just get tied up by thinking ‘ok, new 
people have come. I have to say something for the new people.’      But now I don’t have 
to do that.
So starting today I will begin giving teisho on this koan called ‘Joshu’s puppy’ or ‘Joshu’s
Mu’. The person who authored the Mumonkan begins the first case by saying ‘Joshu 
Osho.’ And I’m sure he wrote it that way because this is how he taught it. Just in the 
same way as the author of the Mumonkan chanted ‘Joshu Osho’ and wrote that to begin
the first case all of you practicing this koan have to ask yourself ‘Who is it that begins the
case by saying ’Joshu Osho’ ?’ 
Its none other than you yourself. 
When you say ‘Joshu Osho’ where does that ‘Joshu’ come from?
Did he fall like rain from heaven?
Or did he bubble up from the ground like spring?
Which one?
Before you said ‘Joshu Osho’ it was the world that had neither living nor dying – neither 
existing nor non-existing manifest. It was the world that didn’t need to say anything. 
This is the same as when I ask beginning students in Sanzen ‘When you chant 
‘DOOOOOOOOOO..’ where did you go?’
Before the chanting Joshu had not manifested. Before you chant ‘DOOOO’ there was no
‘DOOOO’ appearing. Because you chant ‘DOOOO’ that is why ‘DOOOO’ manifests. It is 
you who does the chanting of ‘DOOOO’. 
But further we must ask what activity exactly do you do in order to appear and chant 
‘DOOOO’.
It is because the two essential forces are working - are acting that the chanting of 
‘DOOOO’ appears. That’s what you have to carefully contemplate. Tathagata Zen insists
that you must find a way to recognize the two opposing forces. Under what condition - in
what circumstance do the two essential opposing forces manifest ‘DOOOO’ – manifest 
Joshu Osho?
I’ve been telling you that you must find a way to recognize the condition in which the two
opposing forces meet each other because you have already been experiencing this 
meeting up until now.
When the two meet each other and the question is asked ‘Where have you come from?’ 
you have to find a way according to Tathagata Zen to see that both have come from 
their own sources.
Buddhism – Tathagata Zen says that when the two forces meet each other they then 
give rise to special particular activity. They meet and according to Tathagata Zen it is 
emphasized they then break through each other. And that breakthrough means that the 
being activity breaks into the non-being world - that the minus activity breaks into the 
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plus world. 
Be careful to see that this mutual breakthrough happens simultaneously. it is in no way 
the case that one does the activity in a different world of time than the other. They both 
break through at the same time. Plus experiences minus and at the very same time mi-
nus experiences plus. Therefore plus arrives at the source of minus just exactly at the 
same time as minus is arriving at the source of plus. This is what you should try in 
Zazen to contemplate. 
In Tathagata Zen it is then taught that when the two opposing forces arrive at the origin 
of the other they no longer have any place to act in. They have lost the place to act in.
Buddhism teaches that plus and minus are opposite from each other and that it is their 
very nature to be activities. For example the plus activity never looses itself as the plus 
activity it is always the nature of the plus activity to act.    Buddhism also teaches that the
minus activity never disappears. In this way we can use the term ‘eternal’. The minus 
activity is eternally acting as the minus activity. Buddhism teaches about the original na-
ture of both plus and minus. The original nature of plus is to do plus is to act as plus. 
Plus is eternally that is never loosing its original nature. And minus also is eternally the 
minus activity never loosing the original nature of doing minus. 
Now however they have arrived at the very source of the other and they simply do not 
have more place to move into. If we consider the plus activity to be the advancing activ-
ity and the minus activity to be the retreating activity – no matter how much plus tries to 
advance here it doesn’t have any place to advance into. No matter how much minus 
tries to retreat she can’t go anywhere. There is no further place to go into.
But I just told you that plus never quits being the expanding activity – never quits being 
the advancing activity. And minus is similar. She never quits doing contracting. She al-
ways is saying to herself ‘I have to contract –I have to contract more.’
Plus and minus are always acting in one shared world. One proof of this is that although 
plus and minus are opposite from each other they are always in relationship with each 
other. They are always relating to each other. It is the very nature of plus and minus to 
always doing the activity    of relating to each other – or making relationship with each 
other. And this can also be seen as them mutually influencing each other. That action of 
mutually influencing each other causes them when they have arrived at each others 
sources to turn around. It is through them mutually influencing each other that they 
come to turn around and start returning back to their own origin. And that activity of turn-
ing around which is caused by mutual influence is called the activity of ‘bakeru’    of 
phantoming or incarnating or transforming. 
Try doing this yourself. Try mountain-climbing in your compensation. Plus expands and 
finally arrives the very    summit of the mountain through climbing it. And at the very 
same moment when plus gets to the top of the mountain minus has through contracting 
arrived at the very bottom of the mountain.    In the process of plus finally arriving the ori-
gin of minus which is the summit and minus finally arriving at the origin of plus which is 
the base of the mountain inevitably within their process they will meet each other.
When breakthrough occurs then for the first time plus experiences the state of minus 
and minus experiences the state of plus. They meet one another and then they break 
through that meeting. That breakthrough means that plus dives into the world of minus 
and at that very moment minus dives into the world of plus. And then they go on to arrive
at the source of the other. 
Buddhism teaches that plus an minus have essentially the same power or strength. Bud-
dhism thinks about this in a very scientific way. They both have the same amount of 
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power but they have different characters just in the same way as men and women have 
different characters plus and minus also have different characters. But their strengths 
are equal.
If it were the case that for example the man were stronger than the woman then al-
though they might be able to experience each other    they would not be able to separate
from each other. In this case the woman would be pulled along by the stronger man and 
separation would not occur. Or minus were stronger than plus – if the woman were 
stronger than the man than the man would just have follow along after the woman being 
pulled by her and separation also would not occur. 
It seems through what we hear through history that ancient India was male chauvinistic 
and ancient China was even more male chauvinistic.
It is because they have equal strength and power that they are able to separate from 
each other. If plus were stronger it would just totally embrace minus grabbing her com-
pletely and never letting her go. No separation would happen. And if minus were 
stronger it would totally embrace plus she would totally embrace plus and never would 
let separation happen. Buddhism concludes that any ideology that is based upon male 
supremacy over women or female supremacy over men is simply an incorrect way of 
thinking. They are however equal to each other therefore now they meet and are able to 
break through each other and separate from each other. 
When they separate from each other if the plus activity simply continues to separate on 
and on - the plus activity moving into the direction of plus forever and the minus activity 
moving in the minus direction forever then they would never arrive at each others origin. 
But Buddhism recognizes in fact that they do arrive at each others origin. Why do they 
have these origins?
There is a special teaching that teaches practitioners the reason behind this. A man and 
a woman are playing a tug of war on one rope and they have equal strength. Therefore 
right in the center of the rope first there will be smoke and then a flame comes up and 
then the rope will totally burn away and they will separate from each other.    As I’ve just 
told you if the man were stronger the woman would just be pulled by the man and there 
would be no breaking of the rope. And if the woman were stronger then the man would 
be pulled by her and there would also be no breaking of the rope. 
The teaching of Tathagata Zen however teaches that because plus and minus are abso-
lutely equal to each other the cutting or breaking of the rope right in the center inevitably 
and naturally occurs.
This is when the two opposing activities are in complete opposition to each other. When 
plus and minus separate from each other in this way this is when the plus activity enters 
the world of minus and experiences the world of minus - manifests zero and simultane-
ously the minus activity entered the world of plus and is experiencing plus manifesting 
zero with plus. Finally they both arrive at each others origin.
When plus and minus Tathagata and tatha-agata do this activity of separating from each
other it is then that in between them imperfect space the kind of space that all of you see
is manifest. 
Space had manifest but where did that space come from?
Some of you have this koan. Where does space come from?
And you don’t understand it at all. You think you don’t even need to listen to my teisho. 
You come up with your own logic. You try to figure it out in your own half-hazard way. 
People who don’t know the natural law behind how the self appears and how the self 
disappears come up with all sorts of ways of trying it out and just bug me.
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When practitioners like that come in front of me I think to myself ‘This Zen-practitioner 
really sucks.’ But then I remember    ‘Oh yeah, Buddhism is the teaching of great com-
passion.’ And then I start thinking about what great compassion is. And great compas-
sion is the manifestation of perfect love. In Buddhism when we analyze perfect love we 
call it Buddhist compassion which is called technically JIHI. Those are two Chinese 
characters. One character pronounced JI means one kind of love – perhaps the love of 
affection. And one pronounced HI means another kind of love – the love of mercy. But 
it’s very difficult to really … it. 
People who haven’t manifest the wisdom that knows what complete love is – what JI 
love and HI love is - always end up just sitting - there telling their half-hazard ways of fig-
uring stuff out. These love to think.
When I tell these thinkers ‘You know, why don’t you just quit the practice. That would be 
better.’ Then they ‘huhu huhu huhu’ ..cry.
If you have the power to cry you should use the power to practice instead. 
I would like to speak more later about love and Buddhist compassion but for now I’d just 
like you to remember that the Buddhist understanding of compassion analyzes compas-
sion into two compassions. 
When plus and minus separate from each other in between them manifests imperfect 
space - a limited version of space. Total perfect complete space is not something you 
can see. The great cosmos itself is comprised of absolute space, perfect complete 
space and imperfect space both.
The great cosmos itself is emptiness – is absolute space. But the imperfect space that 
appears when plus and minus separate from each other is that absolute emptiness lim-
ited. It’s limited emptiness or limited space. 
That which is not limited can neither be called manifest o not manifest. That’s the great 
cosmos itself.
The great cosmos itself is the total unification of plus and minus. It is the repetitive activ-
ity of plus and minus unifying with each other over and over again. That’s the activity of 
true love. 
If you want to understand the activity of true love it is absolutely necessary to experience
the great cosmos itself.
Plus and minus break through each other. That means they experience each other. That 
also means that they separate from each other in this instance and in between them 
when they separate imperfect space manifests. That imperfect space is the space we 
are able to see. The great the true cosmos itself we cannot see. That imperfect space is 
a limited cosmos. 
I hope you can understand from this that Buddhism is a teaching that teaches on an 
enormous scale and at the same time on a minute scale. People who don’t grasp just 
how big and small this scales are end up blablabla-ing upon their own thinking end-
lessly. 
The kind of idiots sitting there blablabbla-ing about their own thinking endlessly are idiots
because they think their self is only the self that sees imperfect space. They fixate and 
affirm that self that sees imperfect space and think that that’s all there is to the self.
Here plus and minus have experienced – have done experiencing but they have only 
done half of the whole. Yet most people end up thinking ‘I experienced! I experienced!’    
and have no idea that they have only experienced half. Plus and minus now are at each 
others origins and now they are the kind of existences that are now looking on the half of
the world they experienced together with the other activity.
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Thus imperfect space in between plus and minus is something that we can call a self. 
And when we call it a self we can see that this self in between plus and minus is looking 
upon both the world of plus and the world of minus - the world of living and the world of 
dying and being controlled by these worlds – being inside and outside of itself. The self 
that is in between that has imperfect space as its content is embraced by both living and
dying at the same time and this self inevitably suffers. 
The imperfect self that has imperfect space as its content however according to Bud-
dhism unfailingly becomes the cosmos itself. When that imperfect self becomes the per-
fect self - the cosmos itself then it is an existence that is free from living and free from 
dying. Plus and minus meet each other and then break through that meeting and then 
arrive at the origin of the opposite of the other activity. It is then that the imperfect self 
manifests in between them.    
But you have to keep on looking clearly and carefully until you can manifest the wisdom 
that sees what exactly plus and minus do in order to manifest the perfect self. There is 
really nothing very difficult about this. It is when plus and minus turn around and do the 
activity of returning to their own sources that they give rise to the perfect state – the per-
fect self. This is when the imperfect self becomes the great cosmos.
It’s time to end today’s teisho. But did you understand it?
It’s probably fair to say with two or three years of practice you can’t understand. 
For practitioners who think that their selves are selves that are always looking upon past
and future – living and dying as objects - for people who are always seeing a world out 
and a world inside of themselves - those kind of people just can’t understand this princi-
ple.
Plus and minus arrive at each others origins and turn around doing the activity of phan-
toming themselves into each other and it is through plus doing minus and minus now do-
ing plus that they are able to return to their own sources. 
The bell went ‘CHING’ and so it’s time to stop and we just got to the first word ‘Joshu 
Osho’. But where did he come from? Did he come from the source of minus or did he 
come from the source of plus? 
You have to least some hint of an answer to this.
If you can only have the realization of just how gigantic a scale Buddhism teaches on 
and just how small it teaches on at the same time then Zen practice can begin to be-
come fun for you. When you begin really hearing Buddhist teachings then you will begin 
to understand that’s the story of true love bigger than the biggest. It’s the biggest story 
and also it’s the smallest story smaller than a sesame seed. Without understanding the 
enormity and the minuteness of these scales and simply taking my words ‘You have to 
live love’    then understanding them in your superficial way and then going out and get-
ting yourself into all kinds of trouble and causing yourselves all kinds of suffering and 
having to take zanka and having to take time off. That’s not Zen practice.          
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